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Africa and Poverty

Christianity is spreading quickly in Africa since colonizers have pulled out and indigenous Christianity, or African Christianity is beginning to operate full stride. These resources speak specifically to African concerns with theology of poverty and will be helpful in working either in the African venue, or in understanding African migrants in other countries.


Examining Nigerian poverty through a liberation theology lens. What has the church in Nigeria done to work toward the alleviation of poverty?


Inspiration from missioners in the ground in dealing with poverty in Africa including: theology and praxis, confronting poverty, the impact of debate and global policies on economics, the church and poverty, reversing poverty, the transforming power of confessing and living out faith, input from Sierra Leone, Zimbabwe, Tanzania, Nigeria, women's experiences with poverty, challenges and prospects.


Poverty reduction in Tanzania and the urging of Christians to be involved in the soci-economic and political realm.


The church in Africa in an era of globalization as an agent of reconciliation, justice and peace. Integrity of the earth, natural ecology, natural resources, poverty and the church. Related excerpts: "Let us First Feed the Children (Mark 7:27)"--The Churches response to the inequitable extraction of resources and related violence, "Enduring the Scourge of Poverty and Evangelization in Africa."


Examining Religious and Church work with the poor Church of the Province of Southern Africa South Africa from the Church of the Province of Southern Africa. Church and their doctrines, Economic policy Moral and ethical aspects, and Social justice in South Africa.


This text covers poverty and economic conditions in Kenya with an examination of biblical principles and applications.